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We PowerLed (wholly owned subsidiary of Sunpower
Group Holdings Ltd) of Orion House, Calleva Park,
Aldermaston, Berkshire, RG7 8SN, UK declare under
our responsibility that our product BLE-RC Bluetooth
Smart Phone Controller is herewith confirmed to comply
with the requirements set out in the UK legislation,
Electromagnetic Compatibility Regulations 2016, and the
European Council Directive on the Approximation of the
Laws of the Member States relating to Electromagnetic
Compatibility Directive (2014/30/EU).

BLE Mesh Wireless
LED Remote
controller

BLE-RC

Declaration
of Conformity
BLE-RC BLE MeshWireless LED Remote controller instructions
RM-15 BLE MESH Series instructions

Indicator light blinks when
the keys are pressed.
ON/OFF button
Press to tun on and off.

Note:Before the first use,
please remove the protective
film on the battery.
Battery: CR2032

Brightness, colour and
dynamic mode buttons
selectable from the
App library.

1. Pair the remote to receiver
Activate the remote controller before paring with a receiver - each remote
controller can be paired to any receiver.
Pairing your new remote controller to the receiver.
1). Press the remote key
and
simultaneously once and release (do not hold)
and it will search for a receiver which can take up to 30 seconds.
2). Go to the Setup page and select Add new device, then search initial device
and add it to target device group.
Restore to factory default
Remotes already paired to controller can be deleted
in "Setup" of APP to restore to factory default.
In some cases itʼs possible to forget which group the remote is programmed to,
but can be restored to factory default byusing the combo keys.
Press and hold all three keys of the remote simultaneously for 10-15 seconds until
the indicator flashes three times.
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